Humanitarian Update #19

as of August 5th
UCCA’s Container of Medical supplies arrives in Kyiv, gets sorted and then distributed to local hospitals in the region and beyond.
UCCA purchases and transports vital Special Ops Helmets
UCCA Helps Ukraine “see” its enemy to keep her people safe ... procures 2 more drones
UCCA’s Humanitarian Aid
Containers continue to reach Ukraine

One of our partners in Kyiv - Allies of the World - travels to various hot spots in the East and distributes the aid to those that need it most.
UCCA Kyiv Bureau continues to deliver humanitarian aid - bags of goods and food - to the elderly and disabled living in Bucha, Kyiv oblast and surrounding towns who were under russian occupation. These communities are still in need of assistance, especially the vulnerable populations.
UCCA NYC Branch & the community in Buffalo, NY initiated & donated large sums to purchase an evacuation vehicle.

UCCA supported the purchase of this armored Evacuation vehicle for Medics.